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A dynamic term bank
With TERMplus, a company can develop and 
secure quality assurance of its company-specific 
language. And that in its internal as well as in its 
external communication.

TERMplus is a dynamic Access-based database 
system to handle large quantities of language data. 
The system has been developed with a view to 
companies, institutions and professional translators 
wanting to systematize their terminological work. 
On a large or on a small scale. TERMplus is 
available with or without terminological glossaries 
covering specific areas.

TERMplus is tailored for terminological data and 
consists of terminological units, e.g:

Project name:                  ECONOMY

Subject field:                  ECON

Danish term:                   A-aktie

Grammatical information:   Fk, -er

Source:                               BalB

Explanation:                  Aktie, som typisk har en            
                               bedre stemmeret end  
                               en B-aktie

Context:                  Der er forskel på   
       stemmeret mellem   
                   danske og engelske A- 
       aktier

English term:                  Class A-share

Grammatical information:   n,-s

Source:                               LDOBE

 

In the main menu, the first thing to do is to choose 
source language and target language. Any search 
in the base is to be made in language pairs.

It is possible to work with the languages Danish, 
Swedish, Norwegian, English, German, French, 
Spanish, Italian and Russian.

Thus a search may give you a total terminological 
description of a term pair which, apart from the 
most important information on the term pair, also 
provides you with status information and general 
administrative information on the two languages 
you searched in.

Your partner in knowledge capital
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We build up knowledge

TERMplus ApS sells knowledge about LSP-
communication by building up mono or multilingual 
term banks for companies.

Our product TERMplus is software to handle a 
company’s LSP-terms. In this way, the company 
in question can build up a language basis and 
knowledge capital.

The system contributes to securing rationalization 
gain by consistent use of company-specific terms in 
documentation.


